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We study the average complexity of linear problems, on a separable Banach 
space equipped with an orthogonally invariant measure CL. The error and the cost 
of the algorithms are defined on the average. We exhibit an information operator 
which is optimal among any linear information operators. We apply the general 
results to the approximation problem of real functions of d variables. The space is 
now equipped with a Wiener measure placed on partial derivatives. We show that 
the average complexity of this problem is almost independent of the dimension d if 
arbitrary linear functionals are permitted in the information. We conjecture that 
the same result holds if the information is restricted to function and/or partial 
derivative evaluations only. 0 1990 Academic press, hc. 
There are a number of papers studying linear problems on the average. 
See, e.g., (Kimeldorf and Wahba, 1970; Lee and Wasilkowski, 1986; 
Sacks and Ylvisaker, 1970; Speckman, 1976; Wasilkowski and Woi- 
niakowski, 1984, 1986; Ylvisaker, 1975). By a linear problem we mean the 
approximation of S(f), where S is a continuous linear operator S: F, + 
F2. In the papers cited above, it is typically assumed that FZ is a separable 
Hilbert space, and that either F1 is also a separable Hilbert space or S is of 
some special form. 
In this paper we extend known results for the case where FI is a separa- 
ble Banach space equipped with a Gaussian or orthogonally invariant 
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measure, and S is an arbitrary continuous linear operator. This is not 
merely of theoretical interest. It allows one to get optimality results, in a 
relatively easy way, for a number of specific applications, e.g., for the 
approximation of multivariate functions. In particular, in Section 2, we 
illustrate the results of Section I by applying them to the following prob- 
lem: 
Let Crl,...,rd([O, lld), rj 2 0, be the space of real functions defined on 
[0, IId, d 2 1, that are rj times continuously differentiable in direction j, 
Vj= 1,. . . , d. Then F1 = Cl;%...%” is a subspace of CQ,...~‘~([O, IId), 
FZ = &[O, IId, S = Z, and ZJ is a Wiener measure placed on the rj partial 
derivatives. We also assume that we can compute information N com- 
posed of n continuous linear functionals on C$,...,“, at a fixed cost c per 
functional (see Section 3). For this setting, we show that the average 
complexity, for computing an approximation with expected error not 
greater than E, is 
where r = min{rj : 1 5 j % d}, and k is the number of rj that are equal to r. 
Note that the complexity of this problem depends mildly on the dimension 
d. We want to stress that the optimal information consists of linear func- 
tionals of a very special form. However, if we use only function and/or 
partial derivative evaluations, which is often the case in practice, then 
optimal restricted information is not known. In Section 2.3 we discuss this 
issue. We pose the conjecture that the complexity of the approximation 
problem with restricted information is asymptotically equal to the com- 
plexity without restrictions on the information. 
1. OPT~MALALGORITHMS AND OPTIMAL INFORMATION 
Let 
S: F, + F2 (l-1) 
be a continuous linear operator, where FI and F2 are separable Banach 
and Hilbert spaces, respectively. Let ZA be a probability measure on the 
o-field B(F,) of Bore1 sets of FI. 
Define 
N: FI + IP, such that N(f) = [L,(f), . . , , L,(f)l, (1-2) 
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with linearly independent L; E Fr , Vi = 1, . . . , n. N is called an 
information operator and n is the cardinality of N. 
Assume that we know N(f) for some unknown f E FI. We want to 
approximate S(f), using N(f), by an algorithm 4 defined as 
4: N(F,) = [w” + F2, 
The error of $J is measured on the average with respect to p by 
where +112 denotes the norm of F2, induced by its inner product. It is 
assumed that (b is a measurable mapping; however, it is known (Wa- 
silkowski, 1983) that this assumption is not restrictive. 
We want to find an algorithm 4* such that e(+*, N) = inf, e($, N), and 
the infimum is taken over all possible algorithms that use information N. 
Such an $* is called an optimal error algorithm, and its error is the radius 
of information r(N, S) for the problem S, i.e., 
r(N, S) = e(+*, N). 
1.1. The p-Spine Algorithm 
Let jJ*IJ I be the norm of F, . A zero mean measure p that satisfies 
I F, Ilfll:/-@.0 < +!--= (l-3) 
induces a continuous bilinear functional on FT x F? given by 
(L1, L*)P = LI(CJ2) = I,, Llcf)L2044f-)~ LI, L2 E F:, 
where C, is the covariance operator of p. 
Orthogonally invariant measures will be defined through the mappings 
D: Fl+ F1, defined by D(f) = 2 2 L;(f)C,Li - f, 
i=l 
(l-4) 
where Li E Ff, and (Li, Lj)p = 6ij, Vi, j = 1, . . . , n. AS in (Wasilkowski 
and Woiniakowski, 1984) it can be easily verified that D has the proper- 
ties 
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Li(f) = Li(Df)y i = 1, . . . , 12 and D2 = I. (1-V 
DEFINITION 1.1. A measure Al. is called orthogonally invariant iff (l-3) 
holds and 
P(B) = ,WB), VB E B(FJ, and VD as in (l-4). 
Remark 1.1. It is easy to check that Gaussian and elliptically con- 
toured (see Crawford, 1977) measures are orthogonally invariant. 
From this point on we consider only orthogonally invariant measures 
with mean zero and covariance operator denoted by C, (for the definition 
and basic properties of such measures see (Crawford, 1977; Kuo, 1975; 
Vakhania, 1980)). We also assume that our information N is of form (l-2) 
and that without loss of generality (Li , Lj)r = 6,, the Kronecker delta, Vi, 
j= 1,. . . 9 fl. 
DEFINITION 1.2. The CL-spline algorithm, for the problem S, is given 
by 
$*CNf) = i: L(f)S(CpLi). (l-6) 
i=l 
THEOREM 1.1. Let S: F1 3 F2 be a continuous linear operator. Then 
the p-spline algorithm q~* is a unique optimal error algorithm, and its 
error is 
Uniqueness is understood up to sets of measure zero. 
Discussion of the Proof. This theorem has been proven under slightly 
different assumptions and generalizing to our case is not difficult. There- 
fore, instead of giving a proof we indicate the assumptions made in pre- 
vious work. 
It is shown in (Lee and Wasilkowski, 1986) that the p-spline algorithm 
is optimal for Gaussian measures. Also, it is proven in (Wasilkowski and 
Woiniakowski, 1986) that for a Hilbert space F1 and for orthogonally 
invariant measures, the CL-spline algorithm is uniquely optimal. 
For the proof of this theorem, in a way similar to (Wasilkowski and 
Woiniakowski, 1986), it suffices to take into account the defining prop- 
erty of orthogonally invariant measures and to show that the error of the 
spline algorithm is not greater than the error of any other algorithm that 
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uses the same information. Finally, the uniqueness part of the proof is 
immediate from (Wasilkowski and Woiniakowski, 1986) since it depends 
only on the fact that F2 is a Hilbert space. n 
1.2. Optimal Information 
Consider all information operators of the form (l-2), where the cardinal- 
ity n is arbitrary but fixed. Recall, that without loss of generality, we 
assume that (Li, Lj), = 6u, Vi, j = 1, . . . , n. We seek information N* 
which is optimal in the sense that N* minimizes the radius of information, 
i.e., r(N*, S) = it& r(N, S) and the infimum is taken over all N that 
satisfy (l-2). 
We show a lower bound for the radius of information, and N* that 
achieves it. This bound is exhibited in terms of the eigenvalues and eigen- 
vectors of the operator 
K: FZ + Fz, defined by Kg = I F, xf)(S(f), g)2!44-). (l-8) 
We remark that K is the covariance operator of the, zero mean, ortho- 
gonally invariant measure $-I. 
LEMMA 1.1. The operator K, as in (l-8), is symmetric, nonnegative 
deJinite and has a finite trace. 
Proof. Since (Kg, h)2 = SF, @(f), gMW3, h)2p(df) for all g, h E F2, 
K = K* 2 0 follows immediately. To prove that K is of finite trace, 
consider any orthonormal system {ei} in F2. Then, 
trace(K) = c Mei, ei>z = 5 jF, (S(f), ei)Z/-ddf) 
i=l i=l 
= I,, $ (s(f), ei)Z/.ddf) = I,, IlS(f)II:ddf) I 
Hence (l-3) and the continuity of S complete the proof. n 
THEOREM 1.2. Let Al L A2 1 . * . 2 A, I * * . 2 0 be the eigenvalues 
and41, t-2,. . . ,tn, . . . be the corresponding normalized eigenvectors 
of K. Let qi = ti/h!12 if hi f 0, qi = 0 otherwise, and consider 
N*(e) = [W), r11)2r . . . , CW, TQ,M. 
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Then for every information N of cardinality n, 
r(N, S) 2 r(N*y S) = ( i Ai]“‘. 
i=ntl 
Furthermore, the p-spline algorithm that uses N* is 4*(N*f) = xj’=~ 
@(f )9 rli)217i. 
Proof. Let information N be of the form (l-2). Then by Theorem 1.1, 
we have that the optimal error algorithm +* is given by $*(Nf) = xyz’=I 
Li(f)S(CpLi), i.e., e2($*, N) = r2(N, S). 
Let x be the linear subspace of F2 spanned by S(Cp,5,), i = 1, . . . ,n, 
i.e., x = lin(S(C&), . . . , S(C,L,)). Let dim(x) = m 5 IZ. Let x1 
denote the orthogonal complement of x. Choose an orthonormal system 
{ei} in F2, such that ei I x, Vi = m + 1, m + 2, . . . . We then have 
r2(N, S) = e2($*, N) 
= I E, b(f) - 4*(Nf)i(b(df) 
= j, IIPx(S(f) - 4*(Nf))lbMf) 
+ F IIQGCf> - +*(Nf))ll:p(df), 1, 
where Px and Pxl denote the projections on x and x’, respectively. Thus, 
r’(N, S) 2 I,, h(S(f) - +*(Nf))ljb(df). 
Since ei I x for i 2 m + 1, PxL(+*(Nf)) = 0 and 
r2(N, S) 2 I,, lIP,~(~(f))ll~/-4df) 
zz I c FI ,_=+, (S(f), ei%/ddf> 1 m 
m 
= j=;+, I,, (S(f), ei)S/-ddf) 
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= C Wei, ei>2 
i=m+l 
It is well known (Marcus and Mint, 1964) that 
i: Wei, ei>2 z i: (Kti, ti)2 = ri: Ai, 
i=n+l i=n+l i-n+1 
which proves that r(N, S) 2 {~~zn+l hi}“2 for any N. 
We now prove the remaining part of the theorem. The form of the 
EL-spline algorithm, that uses N*, follows immediately from Definition 
1.2. This and the fact that P,(Sf) = $*(N*f) imply that r(N*, S) = 
{~;~D=n+* xj}“2. n 
2. APPLICATION 
In this section we illustrate the results of Section 1 by considering the 
approximation problem on a space equipped with a Wiener measure. At 
the end we briefly discuss the integration problem as well. 
Consider the class Crl,,..*rd([O, lid) of real functions on [0, lid that are 
rj 2 0 times continuously differentiable in direction j, Vj = 1, . . . , d. 
Let Dil,...vid denote the partial derivative operator, i.e., 
di,+“‘+id 
(@‘--‘“f)(t,, . . . , td) = axi, 
ax f( id 
xl,. . . ,xd) 
, . . . d X,=l; 
Define Fi = C$S...3rd by 
c$v-Jd = {f E c~I~-~~~~([(), l]d): (~i~v--i~f)(l,, . . . , td) = 0, 
Vij = 3 . e . ) rj, Vj = 1, . . . , d, when tk = 0 for some 1 % k 5 d}. 
Note that Cz7...3rd equipped with the sup-norm, jlflli = supIEIO,lld 
I(D”‘““‘“f>(t)], is a separable Banach space. 
Our problem is now defined as 
Is = I: c;;-” + &[O, l]d. (2-l) 
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That is, we want to approximate fE F, = C:S,..S”, knowning N(f) of the 
form (l-2) in F2 = Lz[O, lid. 
Observe that the derivative operator DT1r...Xrd, restricted to C~*~.~lTd, is 
one-to-one. The Wiener measure, on S(C~*~..3”), is defined by 
where w is the classical Wiener measure on E8(C$...,“) (Adler, 1981; Kuo, 
1975). That is, w is Gaussian with mean zero and covariance kernel R,,,(s, 
1) = ITjd,l mitl(sj, tj), S = (31, . . . , Sd), t = (tl, . . . , td) E [0, IId. 
Recall, that the covariance kernel R, of a measure v is related to the 
covariance operator C, as follows: R,(s, t) = L,(C,L,), where L,(f) = 
f(x) for some x E [0, lid. 
2.1. Properties of the Wiener Measure 
In order to obtain the explicit form of optimal information, we need to 
characterize the covariance operator C, . Theorem 1.2 indicates that opti- 
mal information is composed of linear functionals that have the property 
Hence, it suffices to determine C,L only for L of the above form. 
We proceed with definitions and lemmas that will assist our analysis. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Consider the following operators T$,,.,3’*, T;“‘-“” : 
L2[0, lld - L2[0, lld, 
(T~~-3idj-)(x,, . . . , xd) 
= 1; . ’ . 1; fi ‘x(.&t’$’ f(t,, . . . , td)dtl . . . dtd, 
for il, . . . , id = 1, 2, . . . . Here, for k 2 0, 
i 
(x - Ok, 
(x - t)“, = 
xrt 
0, x -=I 1. 
We begin with the well known lemma. 
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LEMMA2.1. FONZnyrl,. . , ,Ydz 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Let +,, & E L2[0, lid. Then 
Proof. Since R,(s, t) = ny=r min(sj, tj) and Ti*...” = njd=l T~3..‘30S’*03.“30 
(with 1 in the jth position), it suffices to prove the one-dimensional ver- 
sion of the lemma, i.e., for every C#I, $2 E &[O, l] 
with T, as in Definition 2.1 appropriately modified for d = 1. 
Since +i = -(Tl+i)‘y i = 1, 2, we have 
I I 
II 0 0 min(s, t)$ ,(s)&(f)dsdt = min(s, r)[T141l'(s)ds I dt. 
Integration by parts and the fact that [Ti$i](l) = 0, i = 1,2, completes the 
proof. n 
LEMMA 2.3. Let L E (I$,‘-,.*‘)*, be of the form (2-2). Then, 
The proof follows immediately from the fact that (TA,...*‘)* = Ti,...“. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The Wiener measure p on B(C$r...,T“) is a Gaussian 
measure with mean zero and covariance operator C, , such that for every 
L of the form (2-2), 
c,L = T;Il+‘..... f-d+lT;l+‘,...,‘d++f,L. 
Proof. Let r1 = r-2 = * * . = rd = 0, then @ = w, and the fact that p is 
Gaussian with mean zero follows from the definition of the classical 
Wiener measure w. If L is a continuous linear functional with property 
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(2-2) then 
= I,,,,,~ I,,.,, La.. O f(rlf(s)w(df)4r.(x)dt4~(s)ds Q-3)
where the last equality follows from Lemma 2.2. From (2-3) and Lemma 
2.3 we get L(C,L) = L(T~,...“Tf,...,‘~L). This implies 
Letnowr,,. . . , rd be arbitrary. Then p = wD”““““. The characteris- 
tic functional $, of p at any L E (C$3...9”)* is 
‘J,(L) = lc;,. ,,J e-iL(fMdf) (i = VT> 
= I ,-;I, ,rd 
e-i~(f)(w~‘~~~~~.~~)(~f) V-5) 
where $,,, denotes the characteristic functional of w. Thus, G,(L) = 
exp{-+(LT~‘“‘3rd)[C,(LT$~“‘*rd)]}. Since LTij”““rd E (C$..,so)*, ,a is Gaus- 
sian with mean zero and covariance operator C,, such that 
L(C,L) = (LT~,,.,,“)[C,(LT~,..,,~~)]. 
Let now L E (C$3...3”)* with property (2-2). Then 
V-6) 
L(f) = JIO# fcd4LWX, 
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and integrating by parts we obtain 
L(f) = (is ,ld [D”‘“~~‘dfl(X)[T;‘,“‘~‘d~L](X)dX, C#JL E LdO, lld. (2-7) 
Then, by applying (2-7) to the function Tz*.,.l’“f, we get 
= I Lo,l,d f(x)[T;“...‘“~~l(x)dx, 
where the last equality follows from Lemma 2.1. We use (2-4) for the 
functional LT$‘...,‘” to obtain 
C,(LT~4d) = T&..“T;. . . . . ‘[T;I.....‘~$~] = ,$...,‘,;,t’,..., ‘,I+& (2-8) 
Finally, by combining (2-6) and (2-8) we get 
q+l,...,'d+l = LITO T;l+l.....‘d+l$J 
Hence, 
',+I,._., 'dtl C,L = To ',+I ._..( 'd+l Tl 4LP (2-9) 
which completes the proof. n 
Finally, since information operators composed of function evaluations 
are of special interest, we analyze C,L, , where L,(f) = f(t), for some 
t E [O, l]d. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Ler L,: C’;;l,....‘;’ + R be de$ned hy L,(f) = f(t), 
t E [0, I]“. Then [C,L,](X) = [T[;“““‘c’g.y](f), t&eve g,,(t) = n,;!=, S,i.r,(tj), 
Und gj,,,(fj) = (XT+’ - (Xj - tj)‘;l+‘)l([j + I)!, VX, t E [O, I]“. 
Proof. Let x, t E [0, lid. Then 
[CJtlW = I,,,.. ,rd fWf(t)pW-1 = I,$. .o [T~~...~‘dfI(~)[T;;~“‘~‘dfl(f)w(df) 0 
xf(h, . . * , sd)f(Yl, . . * 7 Yd) 
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x ds, . . . dsddy, . . . dyd w(df) I 
x ds, . . . dsddy, . . . dyd. 
This implies that 
X ds, . . . dsddy, . . . dyd 
Observe that the above product treats each direction independently of the 
others. We also know (Lee and Wasilkowski, 1986) that this proposition 
holds for d = 1. 
Hence, 
vx, t E [O, lid. n 
j=l 
2.2. Asymptotic Lower Bounds 
In this section we show asymptotic lower bounds for the radius of 
information. Working along the lines of Theorem 1.2, we give the explicit 
form of the operator K (see (l-8)) and of its eigenvalues. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For the Wiener measure p, the operator K is given 
by 
r,+l,..., r&l K = To r,+l,,.., r‘J+l i-1 
and its eigenvalues are 
(2-10) 
Ail,..& = fi (&)“+’ (1 + O(l)), ij E (1, 2, . . .}, Vj = 1, . . . , d. 
j=l J 
(2-l 1) 
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Proof. Let g E MO, lid and x E [0, lld. Then, 
where L,.(f) = f(x), and S,(f) = (f, g)2, f E C$,...rrd. S, is of the form 
(2-2) with corresponding I#JS, = g. By Proposition 2.1 we have 
Kg = C,S, = T;;+', . . . . Td+lT;I+l,..., rd+lg, vg E LAO, lid. 
Thus, 
K = ,;;+I ,..., r,,+l rl+l,..., rd+l 
TI 
In order to determine the eigenvalues of K, we work as follows. Let A # 0, 
5 be an eigenpair of K. Then, by differentiating the equation K[ = At, 
2rj + 2 times in each direction j, we obtain the eigenvalue problem 
AD 2r,+2 ,._.) 2@2[ _ 
with boundary conditions, 
‘%(x1, . . . , xd) = 
a$ x,=0 0, 
a’t(xl, . . . , xd) = 
axi x,=1 0, 
t-11 d+r,+...+rd ‘! = 0, (2-12) 
i=O,. . . ,rj 
(2-13) 
i = rj + 1, . . . , 2rj + 1, 
Vj= 1,. . . ,d. 
It is known (Tikhomirov, 1976, p. 128) that the eigenvalues of (2-12), 
(2-13) are 
Ai ,... id =,e ($)2q+z (1 + o(l)), ij= 1,2,. . . , j= 1,. . . ,d. w 
THEOREM 2.1. Let N* be the optimal information operator of cardi- 
nality n. Then 
rW*, 1) = ~d,~ ,,..., rd On nn);t;,y (1 + o(l)), (2-14) 
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where r = min{rj: 1 5 j 5 d} and k is the number of rj that are equal to r. 
The constant Yd,r ,,..., rd is given by 
with p = d + X7=, rj and 
ffd,k = I [(k- 1) 
1 ifd= 1 
ll(d - I)! ifk = d 
1 
-I otherwise. 
Proof. Let hl 2 hZ 2 . . * z- A, P . + * z 0 be the eigenvalues of the 
operator K. Consider the set 
(il, . . . , id): il, . . . , id = 1, 2, . . . 
M z 1, the cardinality of which is C(M) = ad km l/(2r+2)(ln M 1/(2r+Z))k-1 
(1 + o( 1)) (see the Appendix, Lemma A. 1). This: along with Proposition 
2.3, yields that the C(M)th largest eigenvalue of K is given by hCcMj = 
1/(r2pM)(1 + o(1)). Then the ith largest eigenvalue is obtained by setting 
in the previous expression i = C(M) and M = C-‘(i). Thus 
A; = $ [q]*‘+* (1 + o(l)). 
Combining now (2-15) with (l-9) and Theorem 1.2 we get 
rW*, 0 = ii=!+, hi]“* 
4i’ u 
m (In X)(k-lK*r+*) 112 _ 
?7p n X2r+2 
dx I (1 + o(l)) 
42 (In n)(k-lKr+ 1) = 
Qrp x&T-i n r+ II2 (1 + o(l)) 
(2-15) 
which completes the proof. n 
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Remark 2.1. The results of Proposition 2.3 and the proof technique of 
Theorem 2.1 yield the error estimates for the approximation problem in 
the worst case setting too. To be more precise, let us consider the prob- 
lem Sf = f, and measure the error of an algorithm 4 by its worst perfor- 
mance over a unit ball, i.e., 
f?(c#+ iv) = sup{(\f - +(ivf)1)2: IlD”*..?fll* 5 1). 
Let i(N, I) = inf, a(+, N). Using the results of (Traub and Woiniakow- 
ski, 1980, Chap. 2), we have that the optimal information N* is given 
by the eigenvectors of the operator Z? = T;;“.““,‘T’~“““‘;‘. That is, if al 
> . . . 2 a,, 2 . . . are the eigenvalues and 5,) . . . , {,, , . . . are the 
corresponding normalized eigenvectors of K, then for every information 
of cardinality n, 
qv, Z) 2 ryiv*, I) = G, 
where N*(O) = [(S(e), <,), . . . , (S(O), cn)]. Note that R has the same form 
as K (see (2-lo)), with the difference that the exponents rj + I are replaced 
by rj. Thus, 
I ifr=O 
i(N*, I) = & (In n)(“-‘)” (, + o(l)) 
nP-[j n’ 
otherwise, 
where all the constants are as in Theorem 2.1. This agrees with a result of 
Micchelli and Wahba, 1981, who considered the case of r1 = . * * = rd = r. 
On the other hand, if we consider a different unit ball and we define the 
error of an algorithm by 
wb N) = sup{llf - wwll2: lb% 5 I> 
then, since llflll = suptEIO,lld I(~“~“““f)(t)l 2 II~“,...,~“fll~, we obtain that 
the radius of the optimal information R* has the property 
w*, 0 = WG), 
where F(N*, I) = inf+ F($, N) 
2.3. Standard Information 
So far, we studied the approximation problem with no restriction on the 
information. That is, we assumed that any linear functional L E FT is 
permissible. Sometimes, however, restrictions on L may be posed. In this 
section we discuss the approximation (Sf = f), and the integration (Sf = 
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Jk,lld f(t)&) problems with information restricted to function and/or par- 
tial derivative evaluations only. This restricted class of information opera- 
tors of cardinality n is denoted by A,,. Let 
i-(11, S, A,) = inf r(N, S). 
NEA” 
Approximation. Let S, FI , F2, and p be as in the previous subsection. 
Then from Proposition 2.2 we have that for N E A,, the optimal error 
algorithm is a linear combination of products of one-dimensional natural 
splines of degrees 2rj + 1, 1 5 j I d. 
Consider first the one-dimensional case, i.e., d = 1. From (Speckman, 
1976) we know that the information 
N:(f) = [f-(&j,. . . 1 f(+j] 
is asymptotically optimal in the class A,,. That is, 
rh I, A,> = 0 (--&I = r(N,*, I). 
Note that from Theorem 2.1 we conclude that the information (2-16) is 
also asymptotically optimal among unrestricted information operators. 
For the multidimensional case d 2 2, optimal restricted information is 
unknown. However, one can easily prove that partial derivative evalua- 
tions do not help, i.e., function evaluations are sufficient for optimal 
information. Furthermore, among information consisting of function val- 
ues taken at grid points, i.e., 
N(f) = Lf(h, . . . , hd), . . . , fhh, . . . , idu), . . . , 
Al-h,. . * ,1-hf)l (2-17) 
forsomehl, . . . , hd , the one with function evaluations on a regular grid 
(h, = . . . = hd) is asymptotically optimal. However, the radius of infor- 
mation (2-17) is equal to @(n-(r+1’2)‘d), r = min{rj: 1 5 j 5 d}, which 
heavily depends on the dimension d. We believe that there exist points 
t n,l, * . * 9 t n,n such that the information composed of function evalua- 
tions at these points has radius which mildly depends on d. We pose the 
following: 
CONJECTURE 2.1. For every n 
r(n, I, A,,) = 0 ((ln nn!(:l::(ri’)j, 
with r and k as in Theorem 2.1. 
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Integration. Let F,, F2, and p be as before, and let S(f) = Jt~,,nd 
f(t)dt. For the integration problem, it is natural to consider information 
operators composed of function and/or partial derivative evaluations 
only, i.e., N E A,, . 
For the one-dimensional case we have from (Lee and Wasilkowski, 
1986; Sacks and Ylvisaker, 1970) that the information (2-16) is asymptoti- 
cally optimal. That is, 
r(n, S, A,) = 0 (5) = r(N,*, S). 
Optimal restricted information is not known for the multidimensional 
case. However, results similar to those for approximation are valid. In 
particular, partial derivative evaluations do not help, and among all infor- 
mation operators of the form (2-17), the one that uses function values on a 
grid of equally spaced points (h, = * . . = hd) is asymptotically optimal. 
The radius of this information is O(n- cr+l)ld), r = min{rj: 1 5 j % d}, which 
heavily depends on the dimension. 
Ford = 2 and rl = r2 = 0, Ylvisaker (1975) showed information consist- 
ing of function values only, with radius O(n-2’3). This radius is signifi- 
cantly smaller than O(n-1’2), which is obtained by (2-17). We believe in the 
following: 
CONJECTURE 2.2. For every n 
with r and k as in Theorem 2.1. 
3. COMPLEXITY 
We obtain upper and lower bounds on the complexity under the follow- 
ing assumptions: 
(i) For every fE F, and every permissible functional L E FT, the cost 
of computing L(f) is fixed and equal to c. 
(ii) Simple operations (such as addition in F2, scalar multiplication, 
comparison of reals, etc.) are permissible and have unity cost. Usually 
c% 1. 
For given N and 4 let cost(N, f) denote the cost for computing N(f), 
and cost($, N(f)) denote the cost of using N(f) to get an approximation 
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$(Nf). The average cost of N and C$ is defined as 
cost(h’, 4) = I,, {cost(N, f) + cost@, N(f))}/-@-). (3-l) 
The average s-complexity is defined as 
camp(e) = inf{cost(N, 4): ~(4. N) 5 ~1. (3-2) 
That is, the complexity is the minimal expected cost necessary to solve 
the problem with expected error not greater than E. We say that N*, $J* 
are optimal iff 
cost(N*, $I*> = camp(s) and e@*, N*) I E. (3-3) 
Remark 3.1. So far, in all our discussion, we have costrained our- 
selves to nonadaptive information, where the linear functionals L; , i = 1, 
. . . ) n, are chosen independently of f(see (l-2)). 
We now consider adaptive (or sequential) information. That is 
NW-) = L(f>, . . . > Ldf; YI, . . . > yn-dl, (3-4) 
where y1 = L,(f), and yi = Li(f; yl, . . . , y;-J, i = 2, . . . , 12. It is 
assumed that for fixed y E R”, L;,? = L;(*; yI, . . . , y;-,) is a continuous 
linear functional on Fr , and that Gi: R’ n + Ff , Gi( y) = Li,y , are measur- 
able,Vi= 1,. . . ,n. 
One might hope that the richer structure of (3-4) would be more power- 
ful, by achieving minimal radius of information compared to nonadaptive 
operators. However, this is not the case for linear problems as defined in 
(l-l), and for othogonally invariant measures. 
We do not prove this argument here, since the proof technique is simi- 
lar to the one used for Gaussian measures, or for orthogonally invariant 
measures on a Hilbert space F1 (Wasilkowski and Woiniakowski, 1984; 
Wasilkowski, 1986). 
This means that for arbitrary adaptive information Na with cardinality n 
there exists nonadaptive information N with the same cardinality for 
which r(N, S) I r(NLI, S). From a complexity point of view, since Na and 
N have the same cardinality, the computation of N(f) is not more expen- 
sive from the computation of N”(f). 
Hence, it is sufficient to consider only nonadaptive information opera- 
tors in order to address complexity issues. 
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3.1. Upper and Lower Bounds 
Let card(N) denote the cardinality of N and let card(s) be the &-cardi- 
nality defined by 
card(s) = min card(N). 
r(N,S)4& 
(3-5) 
From Theorem 1.2 we obtain 
card(s) = min (n: !z, hi)“* 5 E). 
For every N and C#J we have 
cost(N, 4) 2 c card(N). 
(3-6) 
(3-7) 
Combining (3-2), (3-5), (3-6), and (3-7) we get 
camp(s) 2 c card(s) (3-8) 
which is a lower bound of the complexity. 
For the optimal information of Theorem 1.2 the cost of computing 
N*(f) does not exceed c card(s). Furthermore, the expected cost of 
the optimal p-spline algorithm (l-6) that uses N* does not exceed 
2 card(s) - 1. Hence, 
cost(N*, $*) 5 (c + 2) card(s) - 1. (3-9) 
We summarize (3-8) and (3-9) in the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The average .+complexity of the problem S is 
bounded by 
c card(&) 5 camp(s) 5 (c + 2) card(e) - 1. 
Furthermore, for c % 1 
comp(&) = c card(s). 
For the approximation problem as defined in Section 2 we obtain the 
following complexity result. 
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THEOREM 3.1. The average E-complexity of the approximation prob- 
lem on a Wiener space is 
(3-10) 
where r and k are as in Theorem 2.1. 
The proof is immediate from Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 2.1. 
4. APPENDIX 
LEMMA A. 1. For given reals ml, . . . , md > 0 and an integer M 2 1, 
let 
B(d, M) = ((XI, . . . , xd): X1, . . . , xd = 1, 2, . . . , fi xj” 5 M). 
j=l 
Let C(d, M) denote the cardinal&y of B(d, M). Then, for M sufficiently 
large, 
C(d, M) = ad,~,,M”“(lIl M1’“)kd-‘(l + o(l)), 
where m = min{mj: 1 I j I d}, kd is the number of indices j for which 
mj = m, and 
I 
1 ifd= 1 
ll(d - l)! ifk = d 
ffdvk, = 
(kd - I)! fi cz - l j 1 -’ otherwise. j=l ??l,#l?l 
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that ml I m2 I . * * 5 md. 
We prove the lemma by induction. For d = 1, C( 1, M) = M l’ml( 1 + o (1)). 
For d > 1 the following recurrence holds: 
C(d, M) = R”md C(d - 1, M/Xp)dXd (1 + o(l)). 
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Assume that the lemma holds for d < v. Then, 
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C(u, M) = /;“m” C(v - 1, Mlx:)dx, (1 + o(1)) 
= a,-l,k,m, [r”*‘(-$f)““’ [ln ($)“m’]kU~‘-’ dx, (1 + o(l)) 
= %-,,k,-,M”m’ I ““m’& [ln ST-‘-’ dx, (1 + o(1)). , 
Consider two cases: m, = ml and m, > ml. 
(1) If my = ml then m, = rnvel = * . . = ml. Hence kvml = v - 1, 
k, = v, and ffv-l,k,_, = l/(v - 2)! Furthermore 
C(v, M) = (y”- 2)! , 2 ,““m’$ [In c]” dx, (1 + o(1)) 
= & /y”m’ [In y]“-* d (In F) (1 + o(1)) 
= & (In M”“‘)“-‘(l + o(1)). 
(2) If m, > ml then k,-1 = k, and 
a"-l,k,., = (k, - I)! fj (2 - 1) -’ 
j-l 
i7l,#f?l, I 
First consider k, = 1. Then 
cb’, M) = Qv-l,k.-,M”ml j-;‘“‘& dx, (1 + o(1)) 
= %,k,M”“‘(l + o(l)). 
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Finally consider k, > 1. Then 
C(v, M) = (Y,-~,~,~~M”~’ /r”m’& [In ~]“~’ dx, (1 + o(1)) 
= a,-,,k,-,M l/m, y+ [ln g,,- 4-c”““‘) (1 + o(*)) 1 - m,lmt 
= O!,,k,M”lm’(hl M”m’)k”-l(l + o(1)). 
This completes the proof. n 
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